I review how "classical SUGRA" embeddability establishes positive energy E for D = 3 topologically massive gravity (TMG), with or without a cosmological term, a procedure familiar from D = 4 Einstein gravity (GR). It also provides explicit expressions for E. In contrast to GR, E is not manifestly positive, due to the peculiar two-term nature of TMG.
I. INTRODUCTION
The cosmological (CTMG) extension [1] of topologically massive gravity (TMG) [2] , is undergoing explosive interest (for one recent entry into the already enormous literature, see [3] ). A central aspect of the problem concerns TMG's stability properties: does it share the energy positivity of D = 4 Einstein gravity (GR)? My purpose is first to review the original positive energy derivations of [1, 4] , using the classical supergravity (SUGRA) embedding so effective in establishing positivity of GR, and second, also as in GR, to provide an explicit expression for the energy. The resulting, physically gratifying, positivity outcome is tempered by the fact that, unlike in GR, this expression is not manifestly positive, due to the peculiar nature of TMG as a two-term system. While desirable, such explicit corroboration of the positivity theorem is not strictly necessary.
II. SUGRA EXTENSION
Historically, the original proof of GR positivity came from full quantum SUGRA [5] , in the guise of a formally positive expression for the energy operator. It was later adapted to GR by considering the classical, → 0, limit of its matrix elements in no-gravitino external states [6] . The subsequent celebrated, seemingly SUGRAfree spinorial derivation [7] inspired a "classical SUGRA" approach [8, 9] , with no quantum fields: the gravitino is just a "catalyst" here. This procedure is applicable to any supersymmetrizable models, including, as shown in [1, 4] , TMG and CTMG; their consequent energy positivity was duly noted there. We will reproduce those results, then obtain the (C)TMG counterparts of the explicit GR energy formula.
The original SUSY, and later SUGRA quantum theorems involved physical fermion fields. Their basis was SUSY's "square root" nature, expressed by the simple
in gravitational and Planck units. It states that the Hamiltonian is proportional to the square of the (Majorana) spinorial charge, hence is non-negative for positive Hilbert space metric, and that it vanishes only at vacuum. Hilbert space positivity is guaranteed by a ghost-free bosonic (consequently also fermionic) spectrum, and is clearly an essential ingredient: For example, in any physical theory, flipping the sign of the action makes both the metric and the energy negative. For GR, the kinetic energy of free gravitons is positive: they are normal massless spin 2 fields. For TMG, things are a bit more complicated. Positivity of its (now massive) "gravitons" was established in [1] , but required that the Einstein part of the 2-term TMG action have the opposite sign than the normal one in GR. While unexceptionable in TMG, this sign requirement leads to a possible paradox in the CTMG extension, because the latter permits an explicit solution, the BTZ black hole [10] , that seems to have negative mass with this sign choice; we shall return (briefly) to this, and to another purely CTMG, issue below.
III. TMG ENERGY
We begin with a summary of classical SUGRA, as applied to (C)TMG, following the conventions of [9] . Energy is entirely concerned with the bosonic and fermionic initial time constraints (rather than with their evolution equations),
Here the Einstein tensor G µν is accompanied by the Cotton tensor C µν , as well as by a negative (or zero) AdS cosmological term. The (linear) fermionic operator,
is also a two-term sum: ordinary (D = 3) Rarita-Schwinger plus "fermionic ChernSimons". The above system is invariant under the usual local SUSY transformations,
Note that a cosmological term shifts the usual covariant derivatives to "cosmological" ones, whose commutator is (R + Λg) and vanishes in AdS; it also explains why only AdS sign is allowed by SUGRA. In this classical context, things are much simpler than in full quantum SUGRA: First, we need not keep any nonlinear terms in the fermion field since it will disappear after the appropriate variations are performed. Second, all quantities are commuting, Grassmann-, rather than Clifford-, valued. The relevant relations are
here the supercharge Q is defined, as usual in gauge theories, as the spatial integral of the linear part of the total (supercurrent R 0 ) constraint, namely of R 0 L , and we must vary it twice to obtain the energy according to the fundamental SUSY commutator. 
This result also follows directly in the present framework. Here, the ǫ parameter is the special version of the α in (4) subject to the gauge choice that it obey the spatial Dirac equation γ i D i ǫ = 0. [The value of E, as against its form, is gaugeindependent by construction: It has the same value in any gauge, as detailed in [11] , but its positivity is cleanly displayed in this one.] Obviously if the sources obey the dominant energy condition, essentially |T 00 | > |T 0i |, or are absent, then the second integral is non-negative, or zero, and the first one is manifestly non-negative.
Further, the energy vanishes only if ∇ǫ = 0 and there are no (positive) sources; but this implies flat space ( there are no constant curved space spinors). We now obtain the equivalent of (6) for TMG; it can be derived straightforwardly by varying R 0 L , exactly as was done for GR in [8, 9] : one converts the spatial integral of the linearized supercurrent, a total divergence, into an integral on its boundary at infinity, performs the indicated variations, and goes back to volume form. We merely cite the result of these slightly tedious gamma-matrix, variation, and integration operations,
This is our new, explicit 3-term counterpart of (6); it is obviously not manifestly positive, despite the third term's similarity to that in (6) . The problem lies in the first two; indeed, we are seeing here again the fact that TMG's properties are entirely "cooperative": only the sum of its two terms and of their variations contains dynamics, whereas either one alone is entirely dull: pure Einstein means flat (since Ricci-flatness is flatness in D = 3), while Chern-Simons alone means conformally flat (since Cotton is the D = 3 Weyl tensor). In either of these truncations, the energy (properly) vanishes, in agreement with the corresponding truncations of (2). So, just as the sum of both actions is required for dynamics, one must also somehow use both contributions to display positivity of the sum of the first two terms of (7). While we have not succeeded (nor tried hard) in this task, the classical SUGRA positivity theorem suffices to guarantee its outcome. [Gratifyingly, E was indeed positive for all specific solution configurations considered in [12] .]
IV. CONCLUSIONS
General properties of locally supersymmetrizable systems ensure that energy of (C)TMG is necessarily non-negative, when the proper, "wrong", sign of its Einstein part is chosen to ensure positive energy free excitations. These results are in no way compromised by our explicit expression's lacking the manifest positivity of (6), though it will be gratifying to find a gauge displaying this . 
